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Abstract: Cloud computing services become an important part of our life as individual or industry. Cloud 

computing transferred the computing recourses into utilities like water and electricity based on pay only as you 

use model. Nowadays, finding the suitable cloud service is a big challenge for the consumer. Using search 

engine (Google and Yahoo) to find the suitable cloud service is hard and time consuming task because it shows 

a lot of unrelated results. In this paper, we present architecture for cloud services marketplace where cloud 

providers and consumers can exchange the cloud services as utilities. In additional, we present Enhanced 

Percent Distance Similarity (EPDSim) algorithm for numerical matching between cloud services. Proposed 

algorithm is depending on user requested value only and it is independent of any other attribute value. 

Experiment results showed that Enhanced Percent Distance Similarity algorithm reduced the execution time by 

49% with keeping the same values for all other parameters like: Number of matched service,   average score 

and recall. 
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I. Introduction 
Cloud computing [1] enables on-demand and ubiquitous network access to a pool of shared and 

configurable computing resources. There three basic delivery models are (SaaS, PaaS and IaaS). In Software as 

a Service (SaaS), clients use software running on cloud providers’ hardware. In Platform as a Service (PaaS), 

clients deploy software onto providers’ hardware. Finally, in Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), clients deploy 

and arbitrary applications and have a full access to the system. There are three deployment models for cloud 

services: Private cloud, Public cloud and Hybrid cloud. Nowadays, finding the suitable cloud service is a big 

challenge for the cloud consumers. Using search engine (Google and Yahoo) to find the suitable cloud service is 

hard and time consuming task because it shows a lot of unrelated results. Consumers need to spend a lot of time 

and effort to filter the search engine results and compare between them to find the best matched cloud service. 

In 2013 Buyya et al. wrote [2] that “the cloud services discovery and selection process is done by human: a 

person looks to identify services that match his needs. We imagine in the future that, it will be way to find the 

cloud services that meets our needs by simply entering our requests in a marketplace that trades cloud services 

as utilities”. In this paper, we present architecture for cloud services marketplace where cloud providers and 

consumers can exchange the cloud services as utilities. Proposed architecture automates the cloud services 

matching process and reduces the time and effort to find the appropriate service. In additional, we present 

Enhanced Percent Distance Similarity (EPDSim) algorithm for numerical matching between cloud services. 

Proposed algorithm is depending on user requested value and it is independent of any foreign attribute value. 

Four parameters are used for comparison: Number of matched services, Execution time, Average score and 

Recall. Experiment results showed that Enhanced Percent Distance Similarity algorithm reduced the execution 

time by 49% with keeping the same values for all other parameters. 

 

II. Motivation 
            Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS) is a virtual desktop handled by third party based on subscription fee 

model. User can connect and access anywhere at any time with a lot of other benefits. The following steps 

summarize the current process that consumer should follow to find the appropriate DaaS cloud service: 

1- Select search engine: consumer can select one or more from the existing search engines. 

2- Select search keywords: This step depends on the consumer skills to find the best keywords. 

3- Explore all result websites. 

4- Make a list of all available DaaS services and their attributes. 

5- Compare and rank the listed cloud services.   
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6- Select the top matched service.  

Table 1 shows the precision of Google search after exploring the first 150 results for each query. The total 

number of the results is huge but the total number of relevant results is very small. It’s very clear that current 

process for finding the appropriate cloud service is a hard, uncompleted and time-consuming process.  

 

Table 1 Google results for different keywords. 

 Total results Relevant in first 

150 results 

Revised relevant in  

first 150 results 

Precision 

Desktop as a service 
1,97,00,000 73 32 0.2 

Desktop as a service 

providers 
65,50,000 47 29 0.19 

DaaS cloud  providers 
1,82,000 25 12 0.08 

 

III. Architecture for cloud services marketplace 
Fig. 1 shows the proposed architecture for cloud services marketplace. It is divided into four layers and nine 

components as following:  

 User interface layer contains three components: Query Receiver, Results Viewer and User Profile. It’s 

responsible for receiving the user request and displaying the matched results for the users. User profile 

saves user preferences to show better results in future. 

 Service Matching and ranking layer contains two components: Service Matching component is responsible 

for matching user request with available cloud services. Service Ranking component is responsible for 

ranking the matched cloud services based on user preferences collected by user profile component.  

 Third layer contains services repository that stores all available cloud services.  

 Fourth layer contains Registry Component and Crawler Component that collect service descriptions for 

cloud service providers.  

 

 
Figure 1 Cloud services marketplace architecture 

 

IV. Related works 
Researches done in the field of cloud service discovery and selection don’t have a common 

understanding of the problem. . [3, 4, 5] considered cloud service discovery and selection problem as Multi-

Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) and used different algorithms of MCDM . [6, 7, 8, 9] proposed Multi-

Agents system based on search engine with three type of matching:  similarity, compatibility, and numerical. 

[10, 11, 12] built and XML solution based on XQuery. In [13, 14] Semantic search engine is presented based-on 

SPARQL language which is not easy to be used by normal users. In [15] researches presented a cloud service 

discovery system based on QoS with four matching methods same matching, equivalence matching, containing 

matching and similarity matching. Unfortunately, all proposed solutions for numerical similarity are depending 

on external attribute values. Depending on external values increase the search time and reduce the system 

efficiency. In this work, we present an Enhanced Percent Distance Similarity algorithm that increase system 

efficiency by not depending on any external value.      
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V.   Numerical Similarity 
Semantic similarity determines how much a concept A is similar to concept B. On the other hand [16] 

numerical similarity measures how much an attribute value of concept A is similar to attribute value in concept 

B. as an example, if the consumer looking for cloud storage service with 750 GB and Amazon offer a cloud 

storage solution with 800 GB and Microsoft offer a cloud storage solution with 200 GB, then Amazon solution 

is numerically more similar to user request than Microsoft solution. Few researches had done in the area of 

cloud services numerical similarity. Kang and Sim [7] proposed an algorithm to calculate the numerical 

similarity between cloud services based on max and min value of this attribute in all available cloud services in 

the system repository. On the other hand, in  [16] researchers presented an algorithm to calculate the numerical 

similarity between cloud services based only on the max value of this attribute in all available cloud services in 

the system repository. The following paragraphs explain in details the both numerical algorithm and present 

Enhanced Percent Distance Similarity algorithm which is not depending on any external attribute value.  

5.1 Kang and Sim numerical similarity algorithm (KSSim) 

As shown in Fig. 2  Kang and Sim numerical similarity (KSSim) algorithm calculates the distance 

between user request x and min value of this attribute a in all available cloud services in repository then it 

calculates the distance between user request value y and max value of this attribute a in all available cloud 

services in repository. Finally, the similarity between user requested attribute value and available candidate 

cloud service attribute value is calculated based on the following formal.  

SNSim(x, y, a) = 1 −  
 x−y 

max ( max  a−x , x−min  a )
 (1) 

 

KSSim algorithm needs to calculate the max and min value in each available cloud service attribute to calculate 

the total similarity with user request that increase the execution time and reduce the system efficiency.   

 
Figure 2 KSSim numerical similarity. 

 

5.2 Max numerical similarity algorithm (MSim) 

Researchers in [16] proposed numerical similarity algorithm for cloud services matching based only on the max 

value of cloud service attribute as following:  

MSim(x, y, a) =  1 −  
|x−y|

max  a
           (2)  

MSim needs only to calculate the max value of cloud service attribute to calculate the numerical similarity with 

user request.  

5.3 Enhanced Percent Distance Similarity algorithms (EPDSim) 

To overcome the limitation of the previous algorithms we present the Enhanced Percent Distance Similarity 

algorithms (EPDSim) that is independent of any attribute value as following: 

 

     EPDSim  x, y =  
1 −

 x−y 

x
, 𝑦 < 2𝑛𝑥

0, 𝑦 ≥ 2𝑛𝑥
  ,   n = 1,2, 3…          (3)   

 

 If  y < 2𝑛𝑥 then y value is similar to x value and the similarity is  EPDSim x, y . On the other hand, If y ≥ 2nx 

then the distance between values is too big and similarity between values is zero, so cloud user needs to modify 

the query to get new results. 

 

VI.   Results and discussion 
Experiments done on dataset that collected from real cloud services providers and we used laptop core 

I5 with 6 GB Ram. Fig. 3 shows the results for Enhanced Percent Distance Similarity algorithms (EPDSim) 

with user request parameters (VCPU=4, Price=30 USD/month,  Storage=75GB, Ram=10GB,  

Availability=99%) , threshold =0.9 and n=2 .  Four parameters are used for comparison:  Number of matched 

service, Execution time, Average score and Recall.  
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Figure 3 cloud service marketplace result with th=0.9 

 

6.1 Number of matched services 

As shown in Fig. 4  EPDSim and MSim algorithm showed almost the same value of matched services for all 

thresholds. On the other hand, MSim showed lower values for the number of matched services for all threshold. 

Number of matched services determines the number of the results that will display for the user. The bigger 

number of matched service means more chance for user to find the appropriate cloud service that match the 

request.  

 
Figure 4 total matched services per threshold 

 

6.2. Execution time  

Execution time is the most critical parameter for the success of any marketplace. As shown in Fig. 5 

for Enhanced Percent Distance Similarity algorithms (EPDSim) showed the lowest execution time for all 

threshold values. On the other hand,  MSim and KSSim showed higher values for all thresholds. MSim 

algorithm need to calculate the max value of cloud service attribute to calculate the numerical similarity and 

KSSim need to calculate the max and min max value of cloud service attribute to calculate the numerical 

similarity which increase the execution time. EPDSim enhances the user experience with cloud marketplace by 

reducing the execution time. 
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Figure 5 execution time per threshold. 

 

6.3 Average Score 

Average score affect the number of matched cloud services for each threshold. As shown in Fig. 6 

KSSim showed lower average score for threshold lower than 0.6 while MSim and EPDSim showed higher 

values. On the other hand, all algorithms showed almost the same average score for the threshold values bigger 

than 0.6. The higher number for average score will increase the number of matched cloud services per 

threshold.  

 

 
Figure 6 average score per threshold 

6.4 Recall 

Recall determine the effectiveness and completeness of any system that retrieve the information. It calculates 

the number of selected services out of the number of all available services [17]. As shown in Fig. 7 EPDSim 

and MSim showed the higher values for recall for all thresholds while KSSim showed lower values for all 

threshold because of lower number of matched services.  

 

 
Figure 7  recall per threshold 
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VII.   Conclusion 
Cloud computing services become a part of our life as individual or industry. Finding the suitable 

cloud service by using search engine is a big challenge for the consumers. In this paper, we presented 

architecture for cloud services marketplace to automate the cloud services matching process. Proposed 

architecture enhanced the overall user experience and reduced the time and effort of find the appropriate 

service. In additional, we presented Enhanced Percent Distance Similarity algorithms (EPDSim) for numerical 

similarity of cloud services. Proposed algorithm enhanced the execution time by 49% and keeping the same 

values for all other  parameters    like : Number of matched services, Average score and Recall. As a future 

work, we plan to improve the user interface to accept the user request as a flat text or voice command.  
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